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Merge stage in datastage

When changing the master link to lnk_Dept_det we need to map the key column from lnk_Dept_det otherwise it will throw the error when compiling. Step 5 5 = True stg_merge,0: There is no update to the master record (0). is. The processing of mismatched records and the requirements for entering data स म लत ह  ह  Merge steps: Multiple input links, representing the main
dataset, represent the rest of the updated dataset, an output link and several reject links. You can specify correspondence between the update link and the reject link in the link order. Major partitions are made up of input data to ensure that records of the same major values are in the same partition and processed with the same node, so only fewer rows are taken at a time and the
required memory is smaller. Mismatched records are placed in the data output specified by reject. Neither primary dataset and update dataset require a duplicate value. Lookup step: A main link, one or more reference links, an output link, a reject link. The search operation is based on the lookup key column of the reference table. The Find key is defined in column lookup. Finding
data and reference data is read all over memory, so it takes a large amount of memory. You don't need to sort your data, but you should be careful how you view tables, same as reference tables or all partitions. From the ITPUB blog, the link: if you need to reproduce, please point to the source, otherwise you will be held legally responsible. Reprint on: on
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